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Because accidents happen, your precious new Galaxy S4 deserves some protection. These waterproof cases for the Samsung Galaxy S4 are waterproof and ready for the pool. Like most durable smartphone cases, they all use a strong plastic shell that protects your phone from drops on solid concrete. The main advantage: one of the most common ways
to damage the S4 and make it completely useless when, when to make the phone come into contact with water. These shells make sure you can continue to check your email and browse the web even after the spill. - John BrandonSpeck SmartFlex CardIt's always nice to travel without a wallet or bag, right? Speck in the SmartFlex card case for your Galaxy
S4 lets you leave the bulk of the house, with a panel on the back holds up to three cards for your ID and credit cards. Its flexible (but sturdy) design makes it easy to take the case on and off. Also, a thumb release will help you slip out the cards when you need them. Speck Smartflex CardView DealBelkin Wallet Folio with StandMade of natural grain leather,
Belkin's Wallet Folio with a stand has a soft microfibre lining that protects your screen from scratches. Doubling up like a wallet, the deal has an inner pocket for your main cards. Just untangle the flap to access id and credit cards. Also, if you want to watch your favorite TV show on your S4, The Folio Wallet lets you turn it into a stand for loud viewing.
Available in Dark Brown and Tan.Belkin Wallet Folio with StandView DealTech21 Impactology Impact Mesh Tech21 in impactology Impact Mesh case built for protection. Lined with its D30 shock material, which protects against bumps and drops, its back is made of mesh polycarbonate. The case maintains a slim profile of your S4, but the slightly raised
bezel ensures that your screen won't crack if it falls. Available in Smokey and Dark Blue.Tech21 Impatology Effect MeshView DealWaterproof Accidents happen, your precious new Galaxy S4 deserves some protection. These waterproof cases for the Samsung Galaxy S4 are waterproof and ready for the pool. Like most durable smartphone cases, they all
use a strong plastic shell that protects your phone from drops on solid concrete. The main advantage: one of the most common ways to damage the S4 and make it completely useless when, when to make the phone come into contact with water. These shells make sure you can continue to check your email and browse the web even after the spill. Seidio
Obex waterproof CaseThe word obex is Latin for barrier - and that's what you get with this S4 case. As with PureGear, there is a front and rear body that clicks into place. Once sealed, OBEX meets 810G military specification for strength. There are rubber plugs that protect USB ports and headphones. Fully waterproof, the black case with red accents allows
you to load the phone by about 6.5 feet (or 2 meters) for 30 minutes. The front screen protector built into the enclosure sits flush against the phone so so no watermark effect. Seidio CSWSSGS4-BGOBEX Waterproof CaseView DealKrusell SealboxRated on IPX7 for waterproofing, Krusell Sealbox allows you to load your phone by about 3.2 feet (or 1 meter)
for 30 minutes. The case comes in red, white or black and has a slightly more bulky design because it is not formed around the Galaxy S4. However, the case comes with a neck strap and is evaluated for short drops and shocks. Krusell SealboxView DealHooshion iPega Waterproof CaseYou may not like the bulky design of this waterproof case, but you sniff
the specs - they are among the most solidly rated perhaps for the least amount of money. Priced at IP67, iPEGA can stay underwater up to 6.6 feet (or 3 meters) - there's no rating on how long the phone can stay underwater, but the warning says it's not suitable for snorkeling. The silicone membrane seals the screen tightly to make sure it stays dry. Like the
Incipion Atlas, the hull also protects against snow and ice. Choose orange, pink, blue, black or white exterior. Hooshion iPEGA Waterproof CaseView deal Samsung Galaxy S4 is one of the most anticipated devices of the year, and it's probably one of the most expensive out there, especially if you pay for it right away. Most people like to protect their
investment, and in this context, you do it by buying a deal. Now, there are many cases out there that make it difficult to choose which one is right for you. So we're going to show you some of the best available, although we can guarantee that they will be the cheapest. If you are in a hurry, go straight to the video, otherwise, stick with us as we have taken a
closer part in some of these amazing cases for the Samsung Galaxy S4! See also: The best screen protectors for the Samsung Galaxy S4Speck Candyshell GripThis is a highly sought-after case because of its 2-in-1 rigid and soft design. Looking at the case, you will notice four rubberized areas of the clutch. This is great because it provides maximum grip to
almost any surface, which means you shouldn't have any problems with your phone sliding off the table. You have the usual cutouts with this case - headphone jack, microUSB port, etc. There's also a rubberized edge around the screen that protects the Galaxy S4 from any unfortunate face-down falls. For maximum protection, you can throw a screen
protector on your Galaxy S4 as well. And don't worry, the Speck Candyshell Grip will still be a good fit, even after adding a screen protector. I have a black version, but it comes in seven other colors as well. It sells for $34.95, which really isn't too bad for all this thing has to offer. Cygnett FitGrip Hybrid ActiveIt's a double case material with raised edges, and
really sleek Design. Looking around the front of this particular case, you will immediately notice the raised edges. This is very nice because it will, too, protect against face-down falls. Again, you have the usual cutouts - speakers, microUSB, headphones Etc. There's also two rubberized buttons to facilitate the rocker's volume control and power button. In
addition, Cygnett comes with additional rubberized corners for extra protection in the event of a device landing on one of its corners. This case comes in four different colors and retails for $25.49.Samsung's S-View CoverThis case is unique because it offers full-screen protection, but still allows you to use the phone's basic features without removing the
cover, such as replies or deviation calls. Just open the lid to get to the home screen, or close the lid to access the S-View.Now, it's just a shell replacement, so it doesn't really offer any extra protection on the back and corners. The S-View cover is one of the most expensive cases of the bunch, running at $41.99, but it's available in seven different colors.
Otterbox CommuterNext Up is an Otterbox commuter event. This is one of my favorite cases for the Samsung Galaxy S4, and because of the popularity of the case, you may have heard of it, too. He has good defense, but it's not as cumbersome as the quarterback's case. You can see that he has a raised edge to protect against face-down falls that he does
very nicely. It has a rubberized power button and a volume rocker, making the two buttons very easy to press, unlike some of the previous commuter models. Then, once again, you have the usual cutouts, but there is a good deep dish for the camera to protect it from any impact. As you would expect, he also rubberized corners to help him bounce in case
you drop it. This case is available in ten different colors, and retails for $34.95.Sonivo Sneak PeakThis is another case that uses Samsung Galaxy S4 S-View functionality. It's pretty much the same as Samsung's official case, but it rings in at $21.95, not much more expensive $41.99 from Samsung. It is also available in 10 different colors. It has a large,
leather texture and it has cutouts for all our ports and buttons. Now, Sonivo offers extra protection as you put your Galaxy S4 in the existing case, instead of taking off the back cover. It does add a little more bulk, but not much. Spigen SlimArmorThis is a very shock absorbing case with a hard exterior shell, which is great if you ever drop the Galaxy S4 on
hard surfaces. I really like this case because of the rubberized corners. The colors also blend very nicely, and we have access to our usual cutouts - camera, LED, headphone jack, etc. in this case the power button and volume rocker are rubberized to facilitate control. It is available in five different dual color options and it sells for $25.49.Otterbox
DefenderAvailable in 12 different colors, the price is very fair for the triple protection player it offers. We have a very large bezel along with a good protector which sits on top of the Galaxy S4. There's good cutouts for our camera, speakers, LEDs, and there's even flaps on the headphone jack and and port for dust resistance. The raised edges will protect the
device from any face-down falls, and the included screen protector will keep the display intact in case it is broken, however, the screen should not crack or smash with this mighty case attached, so I wouldn't worry. Otterbox Defender ranges from $50 to $60, and if it's not worth it for you, the holster belt is even included in this case, so you can clip on your
belt for easy use in heavy working conditions. VideoFinal thought When we mentioned earlier, there are many cases of the Galaxy S4 out there. The cases we've listed here will offer you either good protection or accessibility. They are not the cheapest cases on the market, but as they always say, you get what you pay for. If you don't want to spend a lot of
money on giving your device maximum protection, a quick Amazon search will show a lot of cheap cases with minimal protection. They will protect against basic things such as dropping your phone on the carpet, but not much more than that. Do you have a favorite case for the Samsung Galaxy S4? Let us know in the comments below! Below! samsung s4
mini service manual. samsung galaxy s4 gt-i9505 service manual. samsung galaxy s4 mini gt-i9190 service manual. samsung galaxy s4 i9505 service manual. service manual samsung s4 i9500. samsung galaxy s4 mini i9195 service manual
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